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MYRIAD



Inspiration

Design trend: Tropical prints

A follow-up trend from last year still going influential. This trend 

evolves more to incorporating lots of lush & exciting greens. With 

endless inspiration taken from all around the world. A look to be 

curated over time. From Morrocan motifs, Balearen Island style 

and influences from the tropics. A trend with endless possibilities. 



MYRIAD
Target Audience

• This style is truly for the collector with Wanderlust. This persons 

embraces the desire to collect vintage objects and to give it a new 

life with fresh or ethnic patterns. Activities like visiting flea markets, 

covering sofas with new fabrics, or collecting small objects in a 

specific theme are her beloved tasks.
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Power of tropical walls

A collection that stimulates the imagination. 

The tropical trend continues, with more luxurious accents in 

combination with beautiful geometric patterns. 

Etch out your own little corner of paradise with the tropical 

patterns, or create a relaxation corner with the tonal plains and 

semi-patterns. 

For a complete exotic escape, combine the milky pastels with the 

vibrant yellow or the steely blue. 

A collection which was born from observing the tropical trend and 

the gap in the combination with modern ethnical patterns. 
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Meridian(MY30xx)
Expressive tie-dye shibori motif. A traditional 

dyeing technique which is on-trend for 

feature walls.
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Capri tropical leaf (MY22xx)
Turn your walls into an eyecatcher with this 

naive-drawn banana leaves adorned with a 

toucan. A two-tone print that combines 

easily with the Capucine plain.
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Capucine plain (MY11xx)
A linen structured plain to combine the 

elegant Capri leaf and the Rebecca motifs. 

Capri plain has a smooth & matte finishing
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Rebecca(MY34xx)
Rebecca is a hand-drawn artwork. It turns 

your wall in a tropical jungle with toucans. 

This is a two-tone printed wallpaper, to avoid 

turning your home into a jungle madness.
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Paradiso (MY21xx)
Paradiso is a colourfull wallpaper. It 

represents wild orchids with monstera leaves. 

It is a photographical motif.
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Rotan Fabric (MY10xx)
Rotan fabric is a nice highlight in your interior. 

This elegant and simple motif brings a warm 

touch to your walls, especially in the natural 

tones.
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Palm Spring (MY20xx)
Beautiful monochrome tropical palm leaf 

pattern to give an entirely tropical look to 

the walls of your room, enhanced with soft 

metallic detailing. 
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Kazue (MY23xx)
Taking inspiration from the Middle East, 

Kazue creates a sophisticated look. Nice 

two-tonal motif to combine with the bigger 

motifs in the collection
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Scintilla (MY35xx)
Inspired by modern furniture and lighting, this 

motif works as a semi-plain in your interior. 

Linear Shell creates a soothing pattern on 

the wall.
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Kerala Trellis (MY33xx)
Kerala Trellis is derived from an authentic 

Indian motif. This type of motif is often found 

in Asian interiors. Perfect for a chic, elegant 

and ‘haut de gamme’ interior when mixed 

with noble metallic hues.
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Monkey Forest (MYxxxx)
Featuring monkeys in a tropical rain-forest, 

bringing a playful aspect to the house. Go 

‘jungle’ all the way and combine with one of 

the leaf designs or calm your interior down 

with one of the plains.
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Digital(MY60xx)
Create a tropical feature wall with our Palm 

Fever digital mural. This impactful motif has a 

wooden background. We offer a blue and a 

rusty version to create a real on-trend look 

for the wall.


